Research Dashboard Data Group Meeting Minutes

10/4/10

Attendees: Rana Glasgal, Michiko Pane (via phone), Samir Pandey, Lee Merrick, Nancy Nowkhatseh

Absent: Sharon Bergman, Dianne Archer, Barbara Cole, Bettye Price, Angel Mayorga, Kathleen Thomson

Samir- Now working on moving to ‘real’ development environment, and then UAT

Status of moving the prototype to the development environment

- Data model done, Proposal 1 &2 tabs done
- Then move to UAT- need to work on help files (Angel Mayorga to help)
- Start testing 10/19-schedule a meeting the next week?

Dates:

Award tabs phase of UAT- 11/8

Hit rate phase of UAT-11/18

We will need a meeting of the focus group before Thanksgiving to show them the UAT dashboard.

Mich will let Barbara Cole and Anne Hannigan know this schedule and potential needed Focus Group meetings. (Cancel tomorrow’s meeting. Too soon.)

Let data group into the development environment a week ahead of time (10/12) to give feedback.

Rollout to production-phased in vs big bang- RG favors ‘big bang’. Others agree.

Have figured out how to recognize ‘supplements’: Lee has the algorithm- will give to Samir

Hierarchy-Old orgs have problems mapping. Lee and Mich may have figured this out already.